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What we are doing is 
Mshiigaade – clearing, 

opening the path to where 
we want to be.

“

”
IIC Member, Planning session, April 2018
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Introduction
Today, we stand at a critical milestone on the path to return control of Indigenous 
post-secondary education to Indigenous people. 

After many years of relationship-building, research 
and tireless advocacy, in December of 2017, our 
member institutes achieved a historic commitment 
with the passage of Ontario’s Indigenous Institutes 
Act. Interim funding of $56 million was also secured to 
begin addressing the funding inequalities faced by our 
institutes.

We now have the policy and legal infrastructure in 
place to develop and deliver our own recognized 
post-secondary education credentials. And there is 
an understanding that a new funding model must be 
established so that we can make true headway on 
closing the education gap between Indigenous and 
non-Indigenous students—a gap that if eliminated has 
the potential to create benefits of over $400 billion 
across Canada.1

But this is only the beginning of the journey. 

Now the work of the Indigenous Institutes Consortium 
(IIC), its members and partners must turn to ensuring 
that Indigenous education takes its place as the rightful 
third pillar in Ontario’s post-secondary education 
system. Building this pillar, to sit equally alongside 
Ontario’s universities and colleges, will require advocacy 
and collaboration, but also significant capacity building.

It is in this context that IIC’s member institutes met in 
April 2018 to map out a three-year strategic plan for the 
organization. Anchoring our meeting was the creation 
of a 20-year vision for our communities, students and 
institutes—a vision for post-secondary education where 
Indigenous knowledge, languages, and culture empower 
students with the confidence to achieve greater and 
greater successes at home and in the world at large. 

We then began the process of planning how IIC must 
evolve to support that powerful vision. The following 
strategic plan outlines four priorities that will anchor the 
work of IIC as it transitions from an organization focused 
on advocacy to one that will lead, in partnership with its 
members, the building of the Indigenous post-secondary 
pillar as the first choice for Indigenous students in 
Ontario.2

Working together, we have cleared a path for Indigenous 
post-secondary education to be recognized as critical 
for the success of our people and our communities. 
Now IIC must continue to clear that path, so that our 
Indigenous post-secondary education system can 
realize its full potential for the healing and prosperity of 
our communities. 

1 See: A Roadmap to Recognition for Aboriginal Institutes in Ontario Position Paper (AIC, October 10, 2014)
2 This Strategic Plan will be evaluated and reviewed within six months of its final submission.
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About the IIC
Founded in 1994 as the Aboriginal Institutes Consortium, the Indigenous Institutes 
Consortium (IIC) represents the eight Indigenous-owned and controlled education 
and training institutions across the province of Ontario.

Our member institutes are:

• Anishinabek Educational Institute

• Iohahi:io Education and Training Centre

• Kenjgewin Teg Educational Institute

• Ogwehoweh Skills and Trades Training Centre

• Oshki-Pimache-O-Win

• Seven Generations Education Institute

• Shingwauk Education Trust

• Six Nations Polytechnic 

Through 25 years of ongoing advocacy, the IIC has 
succeeded in raising the awareness and profiles of 
Indigenous institutions, learners and communities. 
Today, the IIC is the collective voice of the province’s 
Indigenous education sector and is driving the push for 
resources and capacity-building required to ensure that 
Indigenous education forms a viable and sustainable 
third pillar alongside Ontario’s colleges and universities. 

Mission, Vision, Values
Mission

To advance the Indigenous education sector by securing 
the resources and recognition to ensure the success of 
our member institutes.

Vision

Indigenous education is recognized as the third pillar of 
Ontario’s post-secondary education (PSE) system and 
institutes have the resources and capacity to support 
Indigenous students and their communities in reaching 
their potential. 

Values

The proposed values of the IIC include respect, 
honouring our ancestors, shared responsibility, courage 
and resiliency. The Seven Grandfather Teachings provide 
a solid foundation for our core values: 

• Truth

• Humility

• Respect

• Love

• Honesty

• Courage

• Wisdom



“We have to think about the evolving concept of community as well, and our vision for 

that. Is community a physical thing or is it based on identity? Not everyone will be located 

in the community physically, but it doesn’t matter where you go – for example, if you’re 

Anishinaabe, you are Anishinaabe. This is a strong, positive view of what it means to be part 

of a community. That is what we try to instill, and it’s what makes us distinct from other 

societies as well. Part of the vision should be for our programs and services to foster that 

sense of community and help our citizens ‘evolve or reinvent the concept of community’. It 

is a way of thinking and speaking, rooted in language and culture.”

IIC Member, Planning session, April 2018

In Twenty Years: The Third Pillar
The meeting of IIC’s members in early 2018 presented a valuable opportunity for stepping back and looking to the 
future. Together, members developed a 20-year vision for Indigenous education: for their communities, their students 
and their Institutes. The current three-year plan provides first steps to achieving this long-term vision. 

A Vision for Communities
In twenty years…

• Our people and communities are rooted in 
Indigenous culture, knowledge and ways of being, 
while understanding other world views. They 
are on a healing path and moving forward both 
economically and socially.

• Our communities are strong, healthy, vibrant and 
prosperous, with strong and effective leadership. 
Members have increased levels of education as a 

result of effective community-based delivery, and 
increased levels of employment. Our languages are 
used at home, at work and in educational settings.

• Education is a goal and priority for all. We are 
moving towards a 100% high school graduation 
rate, and there are more members in all age groups 
with post-secondary education credentials from our 
IIs, colleges and universities.

6
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A Vision for Indigenous Students
In twenty years…

• Students find and take their place in the world as 
confident Indigenous people.

• Students understand and accept their responsibility 
for collective well-being that reflects Indigenous 
ways of knowing and being.

• Institutes are supporting and promoting students’ 
skills and talents through meaningful educational 
opportunities that lead to productive employment. 
The students are language speakers and have the 
ability to pass down the language and culture to 
future generations.

• Students have access and pathways to education 
that are barrier-free.

• They are well-trained and educated, sought-after, 
globally competitive.

• More graduates are successful in finding jobs, 
creating jobs and taking leadership roles in their 
communities.

“I want our institute to be a first or second 
choice for students, not a final choice.”

IIC Member, Planning session, April 2018
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A Vision for the Institutes
In twenty years…

We are leading post-secondary institutions of lifelong learning in a culturally supportive environment for all learners, 
living the Indigenous culture of our Nations. 

Our institutes offer:
• State of the art equipment and facilities, good 

infrastructure.

• A variety of program offerings.

• Culturally supportive staff.

• A recognized centre for Indigenous research, 
knowledge development and transmission.

• A learning environment where all learners can 
succeed.

• Strong institutional leadership as well as 
competent, qualified, engaged teachers and staff.

• Capacity to be innovative in overcoming student 
barriers to access.

Our institutes are: 
• Future-focused on new methods of learning and 

teaching, taking into account the changing nature 
of jobs and the labour market.

• At the leading edge of change in transforming 
post-secondary education.

• Nimble and responsive to communities in ways 
traditional institutions can’t be.

• Fostering relationships with industry partners.

• Teaching Indigenous languages and providing 
land-based education.

“The pillar is here because of the leadership of the last 40 years, shaking the tree 

constantly to say we’re here. The moment is here. As we move forward, we can 

learn from what happened in the past. We thought in the 1970s that we would have 

Indigenous control of education, but it turned into nothing more than administering 

a pot, with no control. We can’t drop the ball now. We want control over what our 

institutes will be – not a replication of academic institutions – it is deeper than that. 

It has to go beyond funding.”

IIC Member, Planning session, April 2018
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Expanding the Vision for the IIC
In the short term, members see the IIC continuing in its current role as a 
coordinating body that advocates for Indigenous post-secondary education, supports 
collaboration among Institutes to build capacity and leadership, and shares best 
practices among its members. 

Long-term, members believe that the IIC must evolve to 
address the needs of building the third pillar of post-
secondary education in Ontario. 

The pillar is a way to view Indigenous institutes as a 
group with whom government will create policy and 
programs. Through the pillar, Indigenous institutes will 
continue to advocate for resources and recognition, 
while ensuring that government policies and programs 
remain relevant and reflect the needs of the Indigenous 
communities.

Development of the pillar will need to take into account 
equitable resourcing of the Institutes; recognition 
by government, mainstream institutions and the 
private sector; and recognition of the Institutes for the 
Indigenous knowledge/content that is embedded in all 
they do. Indigenous institutes have to continue to control 
and drive the agenda because they are accountable to 
their people and mandated by their communities.

“If we are truly visionary, we will have reaped the rewards of 

thinking BIG – Institutes will have the facilities, libraries, daycare 

centres, student residences, computer labs, online education, 

etc. they need. And we will be internationally recognized for our 

work and sought after for our expertise.”

IIC Member, Planning session, April 2018
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Opportunities and Challenges
Members identified the following opportunities and challenges facing the IIC, their individual institutes 
and Indigenous education sector as a whole.

Opportunities

Forming a true third pillar of PSE in Ontario

• Becoming diploma, certificate and degree granting 
institutions 

• Receiving reciprocal accreditation from mainstream 
PSEs

• Undertaking research together

• Influencing not only the education our institutes 
provide but also influencing the education that 
other post-secondary institutions provide

Increasing enrollment 

• Creating pathways to PSE through credit transfers 
among the IPSIs; facilitating student mobility

• Removing financial and admissions barriers for 
students

Improving student outcomes

• Applying technology to enhance learning and 
increase connectivity

• Having Indigenous and non-Indigenous students 
learning together

• Establishing relationships with industry to create 
career pathways

Moving towards greater financial stability

• Establishing relationships with, and accessing 
funding from, the Federal government

• Accessing philanthropic resources from both 
foundations and individuals

• Improving physical infrastructure

Strengthening our communities

• Increasing the focus on Indigenous culture and 
language

• Growing the whole field of Indigenous knowledge 
and thought, to create an “Indigenous knowledge 
economy”

• Recording and sharing our story of co-creation and 
our model as inspiration for other jurisdictions
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Challenges

Respecting, understanding and managing 
diversity

• Institutes are at different points of development and 
maturity along the continuum and need different 
kinds of support

• There are differences between Institutes in the 
North and in the South

• Funding framework must respect and reflect 
different needs and contexts of the IPSIs

Competition / competing priorities

• Competing with new Indigenous Institutes, with 
each other and with mainstream players

• Recruiting and retaining students

• Balancing short-term training needs with a longer-
term view of the labour market and the broad aims 
of education

Capacity and resources 

• Collecting and providing data to make the case for 
support with funders

• Providing and financing all the necessary non-
academic supports necessary for student success 
(ex. life skills, addressing mental health issues, 
childcare, etc.)

• Stabilizing the Institutes, by providing more 
structure, policies and processes

• Being able to think big and long-term: ‘We subsist 
on an economy of scarcity’

Change in government(s)
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Strategic Priorities
The following four priorities were identified as most important for achieving IIC’s mission over the  
2018-2021 period. 

Priority 1: Advocate for equitable, sustainable funding with all levels of government 

Building on the interim three-year funding from the province, IIC must work to ensure this funding is renewed, while 
advocating for equal investment at the federal level. 

Goals:
1. Obtain renewed provincial funding commitment.

2. Obtain federal funding to match provincial investment.

3. Identify other funding opportunities for the Institutes and IIC inside and outside of government.

 
Objectives:
1 Obtain renewed provincial funding 

commitment.

a) Establish relationships with new provincial 
government.

b) Work with members to develop framework, and 
data, for demonstrating tangible outcomes of 
interim funding.

2 Obtain federal funding to match provincial 
investment.

a) Develop federal advocacy strategy using 
position paper: “Roadmap to Reconciliation: 
Continuing the Journey”

b) Establish relationships with Ministers of Crown-
Indigenous Relations and Northern Affairs 
Canada and the Department of Indigenous 
Services Canada. 

3 Identify other funding opportunities for 
the Institutes and IIC inside and outside of 
government.

a) Continue to participate in the First Nations 
Post-Secondary Education Federal Review.

b) Continue to work with the Assembly of First 
Nations on a post-secondary education funding 
model.

c) Expand relationships in mainstream post-
secondary institutions (PSIs) and provincial 
associations, public and private foundations, as 
well as the private sector.

Key Performance Indicators:
• Number of new funding applications

• Total amount of funding committed

• Number of new relationships established
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Priority 2: Increase awareness of the membership and the IIC 

With government recognition and interim funding in place, it is time to ramp up efforts to make Ontario’s Indigenous 
post-secondary education sector—the Institutes and the IIC as their collective voice—visible to a broader set of 
audiences.

Goals: 
1. Develop communications and marketing strategy.

2. Establish new identity for IIC that appropriately represents position as pillar.

3. Raise awareness about sector (make newsworthy) by demonstrating success stories. 

 
Objectives:
1 Develop communications and marketing 

strategy.

a) Identify target audiences.

b) Obtain baseline data on key metrics (e.g. 
enrollment levels, website traffic, social media 
presence, media reach)

c) Develop messaging and tactics for reaching 
audiences.

2 Establish new identity for IIC that 
appropriately represents position as pillar.

a) Develop new logo and collateral.

b) Design and develop new website to support 
identity.

3 Raise awareness about sector (make 
newsworthy) by demonstrating success 
stories. 

a) Develop student success stories.

b) Showcase examples of innovation in sector.

c) Use social media/other media to communicate 
success. 

d) Campaign about Indigenous education that 
leverages success stories.

 
Key Performance Indicators:
• Increase of unique website visits and time 

spent on website

• Increase in social media presence (number of 
posts, follows, engagement)

• Growth in number of stories about Indigenous 
education in media

• Growth in number of applications from 
students to institutes 

• Growth in applications/enrollment numbers at 
member institutes 
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Priority 3: Build the capacity of the Indigenous post-secondary pillar

To help build the third pillar of post-secondary education, IIC will help its members collectively increase the capacity 
of the sector. 

Goals:
1. Promote sharing of best practices. 

2. Improve data collection and management with a goal of moving to a common data system.

3. Create professional learning communities (PLC).

4. Explore the creation of shared services. 

Objectives:
1 Share best practices.

a) Create opportunities for the Institutes to 
come together to share information about 
organizational policies and procedures, with a 
view to identifying gaps, reducing duplication 
of effort, and collectively creating new policies 
as needed. The initial focus will be on the 
accreditation process.

2 Improve data collection.

a) Establish an in-house, dedicated position at the 
IIC to work in collaboration with the Institutes 
to respond to their reporting requirements; 
offer tech support, training and professional 
development.

b) Work with the Ontario Ministry of Advanced 
Education and Skills Development to agree on 
common data definitions, with an initial focus on 
collecting enrollment and graduation data. 

3 Create a professional learning community 
(PLC).

a) Reach out to the Institutes to secure appropriate 
representation on the first PLC.

b) Convene the PLC on a regular basis to facilitate 
the collaborative research project. IIC will 
prepare terms of reference, agendas, ensure 
meeting facilitation, identify outside experts if 
necessary, ensure production of reports, etc. 

c) Support the PLC project by conducting 
qualitative research on factors and practices 
that lead to student success. 

4 Provide shared student financial aid services 
as a pilot of shared services.

a) Create a position within IIC to answer questions 
about financial aid, address existing barriers 
and support students through the process for 
successful application.

 
Key Performance Indicators:
• Documentation and sharing of best practices.

• Data management strategy in place.

• Establish a plan for PLC by 2019.

• Create in-house Financial Aid Support 
position. 

• Number of inquiries answered 
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Priority 4: Strengthen IIC governance and operations 

To support the Institutes in developing the third pillar of post-secondary education, IIC needs to build capacity beyond 
advocacy and government relations. 

Goals:
1. Ensure sound finance and administration structure and processes are in place.

2. Support the board in good governance practices.  

3. Use technology to increase efficiencies.

 
Objectives:
1 Ensure sound finance and administration 

structure and processes are in place.

a) Hire a qualified bookkeeper or accountant 
to undertake all duties and tasks necessary 
for effective financial management of the 
organization. 

2 Support the board in good governance 
practices.  

a) Develop a process to inform the Board, in a 
timely manner, about decisions made by the 
Executive Committee.

b) Create a resource portal for the IIC Governance 
Circle so that members can access board 
materials, IIC documents, position papers, etc.  

c) Identify policy gaps and develop draft policies to 
be reviewed and approved by the Board by the 
2018/2019 fiscal year. 

d) Review and update IIC bylaws and policies to 
reflect good governance practices. 

3 Use technology to increase efficiencies.

a) Use technology to facilitate ongoing 
communications between IIC staff and board 
members.

 
Key Performance Indicators:
• Successfully contract a financial services/

accounting firm [Complete]

• Implementation of standard process for 
updating Board on decisions

• Creation of a SharePoint (or other solution) 
portal for members
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Objectives by Year
2018-2019

Priority Objectives for 2018-2019 

Advocate for 
sustainable funding

• Establish relationship with new provincial government.

• Nurture and strengthen ongoing relationship-building through participation 
in important initiatives such as the First Nations Post-Secondary Education 
Federal Review and working with the Assembly of First Nations on a post-
secondary education funding model.

Increase awareness of 
members and IIC

• Develop communications plan with target audiences and tactics.

• Design new IIC identity (logo and collateral) and Phase 1 website.

Build capacity of 
sector

• Create initial opportunity for sharing best practices.

Strengthen IIC 
governance and 
operations

• Hire a qualified bookkeeper or accountant to undertake all duties and tasks 
necessary for effective financial management of the organization. 

• Identify policy gaps and develop draft policies to be reviewed and approved by 
the Board by the Fall of 2018. 

2019-2020

Priority Objectives for 2019-2020

Advocate for 
sustainable funding

• Develop framework for demonstrating tangible outcomes of interim funding.

• Develop federal advocacy strategy using position paper: “Roadmap to 
Reconciliation: Continuing the Journey”.

• Establish relationships with Ministers of Crown-Indigenous Relations and 
Northern Affairs Canada and the Department of Indigenous Services Canada. 

Increase awareness of 
members and IIC

• Obtain baseline data on key metrics (e.g. enrollment levels, website traffic, 
social media presence, media reach.)

• Develop student success stories. 

• Showcase stories of innovation in the sector.

• Implement social media strategy. 
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Priority Objectives for 2019-2020

Build capacity of 
sector

• Establish an in-house, dedicated position at the IIC to work in collaboration with 
the Institutes to respond to their reporting requirements; offer tech support, 
training and professional development.

• Work with the Ontario Ministry of Advanced Education and Skills Development 
to agree on common data definitions, with an initial focus on collecting 
enrollment and graduation data. 

• Reach out to the Institutes to secure appropriate representation on the first 
PLC.

Strengthen IIC 
governance and 
operations

• Use technology to facilitate ongoing communications between IIC staff and 
board members.

• Develop a process to inform the Board, in a timely manner, about decisions 
made by the Executive Committee.

• Create a resource portal for the IIC Governance Circle so that members can 
access board materials, IIC documents, position papers, etc.  

2020-2021

Priority Objectives for 2020-2021 

Advocate for 
sustainable funding

• Use data to complete framework to show tangible outcomes. 

• Expand relationships in mainstream post-secondary institutions (PSIs) and 
provincial associations, public and private foundations, as well as the private 
sector.

• Continue building relationships at provincial/federal level. 

Increase awareness of 
members and IIC

• Continue developing content around success and innovation in the sector. 

• Campaign leveraging success stories to raise awareness about sector.

Build capacity of 
sector

• Convene the PLC on a regular basis to facilitate the collaborative research 
project. IIC will prepare terms of reference, agendas, ensure meeting 
facilitation, identify outside experts if necessary, ensure production of reports, 
etc.

Strengthen IIC 
governance and 
operations

• Continue to improve processes and efficiencies.

 
Note: This Strategic Plan will be evaluated and reviewed within six months of its final submission.
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